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1 Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs), as potential sources of renewable energy, have been the subject of
much research attention. Polymeric bulk heterojunction (BHJ) OSCs are of particular interest as
they have the potential to be fabricated using solution processes such as ink-jet printing and roll
to roll coating.1,2 The use of solution processes enables the easier fabrication of large area, low
cost OSCs. Consequently, a large panel of innovative devices can be considered, such as flexible,
transparent, and light weight devices.3,4 In addition, OSC fabrication benefits from a lower
energy payback time in the long term and a smaller environmental impact than other commer-
cialized technologies.5 A polymeric BHJ-OSC contains a layer consisting of a multilength-scale
interpenetrated network of two organic semiconducting materials: an electron donating material
(D) and an electron accepting material (A). These two materials are mixed together in a solvent
and coated as a thin film to form the BHJ layer. During coating, the two materials phase separate
into pure domains or remain miscible. The resulting BHJ contains several phases: an A-rich
domain, a D-rich domain, and an intermixed phase of D and A.6 The A-rich and D-rich domains
can be either amorphous or crystalline.

In OSCs, the conversion of light to electricity happens in four consecutive steps: (1) light
absorption and generation of excitons, (2) exciton diffusion, (3) exciton separation and charge
carrier generation, and (4) transport of charge carriers to the electrodes. Because organic
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semiconducting materials generally possess a large exciton binding energy (typically a few hun-
dreds of meV),7 photo-generated excitons are not efficiently dissociated by ambient thermal
energy. In a BHJ configuration, the chemical potential at the interface between a D and an
A material enables the dissociation of excitons into free charge carriers. Hence, the exciton
must be photo-generated near the interface, typically within the exciton diffusion length.
When the charge carriers are generated, they require a pathway to the electrodes in order to
be collected. Therefore, the morphology of the active layer is a key factor in controlling the
efficiency of charge generation, charge collection, and consequently, the overall efficiency of
an OSC.8 In the pursuit of increasing the efficiency of OSCs, much research has focused on
the optimization of this morphology using various approaches. Post processing steps such as
thermal annealing have proven successful in optimizing the morphology of BHJs based on
D:A such as poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl):[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(P3HT∶PC61BM).9,10 Despite the initial success of these techniques, such post processing
steps are not fully compatible with the fabrication of large area and flexible devices, and
are inefficient for some D:A systems (e.g., systems based on poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-
4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b 0]-dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT).11 Alter-
natively, the morphology of a BHJ can be controlled by tuning the solvent composition in
which the D and the A are dissolved.

This work reviews some of the recent studies on addressing the effects of the solvent com-
position on the BHJ morphology. We begin with a brief description of the effect of the mor-
phology on BHJ-OSCs performance. We then review work on how solvent properties influence
the morphology and device characteristics. Historically, P3HT and poly[2-methoxy-5-(3-7-
dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) have been the most widely used pol-
ymers at the time that solvent effects were explored. The fourth section presents an in-depth
review of processing additives and their use in BHJ formulation. The first occurrence of process-
ing additives in 2006, and the numerous reports that followed, focused not only on MDMO-PPV
and P3HT blends, but also on low band gap polymers, which have been the subject of more
recent studies. The final section covers some of the work addressing prediction methods for
identifying efficient BHJ formulations without the need of widely used trial and error type
strategies.

2 Effects of the Morphology on Efficiency

When defining the solid state morphology of a BHJ of a D:A blend, two aspects should be
considered: the phase separation and the molecular organization of the components. The
phase separation between the D and the A components occurring during solvent evaporation
determines the sizes of the D and A domains. In order to maximize the amount of photo-gen-
erated current, the D and A domain sizes should be in the range of the exciton diffusion length. In
organic semiconductors, the exciton diffusion length, which is in the range of 1 to 10 nm,12–14

dictates the domain sizes of the D and A to be around 1 to 10 nm.15 Recent findings highlighted
the important role of the intermixed phase in the BHJ in the exciton quenching and charge gen-
eration processes.16–20 In this intermixed phase, the D and the A are molecularly mixed and form
amorphous domains. Studies showed that it is crucial that these intermixed phases coexist with
the relatively pure D and A domains that stabilize the charge separation and enable the transport
to the electrodes. In this review, we focus primarily on the phase separation between pure D and
A phases that were shown to clearly influence the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of a poly-
meric BHJ-OSC.21,22 In the pursuit of acquiring an in-depth understanding of phase separation in
a BHJ, various techniques have been used for characterization.23,24 Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and energy filtered-TEM are useful for identifying the domains with differ-
ent electron density or different elemental composition.25,26 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is
also commonly used to provide information on the surface topography and on the roughness of
an active layer. More advanced AFM techniques such as conductive-AFM, photoconductive-
AFM, and Kelvin probe microscopy provide further information on the D and A domains proper-
ties.27–30 Phase separation can also be successfully characterized using scattering techniques such
as grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering and small angle neutron scattering (SANS). All
of these techniques contribute to the understanding of the relationship between the processing
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history of a BHJ and the phase separation observed in the solid state. Models have been devel-
oped to explain the mechanisms driving the phase separation between a D and an A during
solution deposition.31 However, the phase separation still remains a complex problem because
it depends not only on the intrinsic properties of the D and A components such as the degree of
crystallinity, their miscibility, and the self-limiting crystallization properties,32 but also—and just
as importantly—on the processing conditions. In addition, the nature of the charge transport
layers also influences the phase separation in the BHJ.33–35

In addition to phase separation, the molecular organization within domains plays a crucial
role. For polymers, the molecular organization concerns the interlayer spacing between polymer
chains, the π − π stacking distance, and the orientation of the polymer chains with respect to the
substrate. The organization of polymer chains has been shown to greatly impact the charge car-
rier mobility and therefore the recombinations in OSCs.36,37 This can be explained by the fact
that charge transport, occurring by holes hopping from chain to chain, relates exponentially to
the hopping distance and thus to the interchain spacing. In OSCs, the charge carrier mobility is
an important factor to optimize: both high mobility and a balance between electron and hole
mobilities were shown to be beneficial.36,38–41 For some polymers, an increase in crystallinity
is also generally accompanied by a modification in their UV–visible absorption spectra. For
example, P3HT exhibits a red shift and the appearance of additional vibronic bands when
the degree of crystallinity increases in the BHJ. In this case, UV–visible absorption spectroscopy
can be used as a technique to characterize the crystallinity and the aggregation of polymer chains
throughout the active layer. Also, x-ray diffraction (XRD), grazing incidence XRD (GIXD), and
reflectivity techniques, such as high-resolution x-ray reflectivity, can be used to obtain more
detailed information on the degree of crystallinity of the components, the characteristic distances
between polymer chains, and their orientation.

The PCE of OSCs is clearly influenced by the morphology of the BHJ. In the following
sections, we discuss how the solvent composition influences the phase separation and the
molecular organization and, overall, how the solvent composition can help to achieve high effi-
ciency OSCs.

3 Effects of the Solvent Properties in Controlling
the Morphology of a BHJ

Among the commonly used solvents, chlorinated solvents such as chlorobenzene (CB), 1,2-
dichlorobenzene (DCB), 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB), and chloroform (CF) are found to be
good solvents for a large range of organic semiconductors. Aromatic solvents such as xylene
and toluene are also commonly used. The BHJ morphology is strongly dependent on thermo-
dynamic and kinetic aspects involved during the blend deposition.42,43 The thermodynamics of
the system is dictated by intrinsic properties of the D and A materials (their tendency to crys-
tallize, their interactions with each other, and their miscibility), and by the properties of the
solvent [solubility, solvent:(D:A) blend interactions]. The kinetics of drying primarily depend
on the boiling point and the vapor pressure of the solvent. A thorough understanding of the
effects of the solubility properties and the boiling point of the solvent on the morphology
are necessary in order to make a good choice of solvents for a specific D:A blend.

3.1 Effect of the Solubility Properties

Many studies have reported the effects of D and A solubility properties in a solvent on the aggre-
gation of the fullerene derivatives (A) in the solid state. Table 1 displays the solubility limits of
PC61BM in some conventional solvents. The study by Brabec et al. on a blend of MDMO-PPV
and PC61BM was among the first to bring some insights into the relationship between D and A
solubility properties in a solvent and the morphology of a BHJ.22 AFM images showed that films
of MDMO─PPV∶PC61BM spin-cast from toluene exhibited large features that are absent from
CB spin-cast films. These large features were later identified as large domains of PC61BM sur-
rounded by a polymer matrix.44 These morphological differences were attributed to the higher
solubility limit of PC61BM in CB compared to that in toluene (Table 1). In CB, PC61BM
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molecules are more soluble and remain finely dispersed, therefore no over-sized PC61BM aggre-
gates are formed. The smoother film obtained in the case of CB led to OSC efficiencies of 2.5%
which is three times higher than the efficiency of OSCs fabricated using toluene as a solvent.
Figure 1 presents the AFM images from Nguyen et al. of MDMO─PPV∶PC61BM blends spin-
cast from seven different solvents: CB, carbon disulfide, CF, pyridine, trichloroethylene, toluene,
and 1-methyl pyrrole. The largest PC61BM domain sizes (around 400 nm) were found in blends
spin-cast from pyridine and toluene where the solubility limits were lower than in other
solvents.45 Many other studies confirmed the presence of large PC61BM aggregates (up to
500 nm) in BHJ spin-cast from solvents in which PC61BM has a low solubility limit.44–46

Similar results were reported with blends of P3HT and PC61BM. In a BHJ of P3HT∶
PC61BM, it is well known that thermal annealing causes PC61BM to crystallize and to form

Table 1 Boiling points and solubility limits of PC61BM in various solvents.

Solvents Boiling point (°C)
Solubility limit of

PC61BM (mg.mL−1) References

Chloroform (CF) 61 25 to 26 45, 49, 55, 56

Chlorobenzene (CB) 132 25 to 59.5 45, 49, 55, 56

1,2-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) 183 42 to 107 45, 57

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) 214 81.4 57

Toluene 112 9 to 15.6 45, 49, 55, 56

Xylene 138 5 to 22.1 45, 49, 55, 56

Mesitylene 163 47 to 48.1 55, 56

Carbon disulfide 46 207 45

Fig. 1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topography images of as-cast and annealed films of
MDMO-PPV-PC61BM spin-cast from (a, b) chlorobenzene (CB), (c, d) carbon disulfide, (e, f)
chloroform (CF), (g, h) pyridine, (i, j) trichloroethylene, (k, l) toluene, and (m, n) 1-methylpyrrole.
Reproduced from Ref. 45 with permission of Wiley.
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microcrystals.47,48 Ruderer et al. compared PC61BM crystallite sizes in thermally annealed films
of P3HT∶PC61BM spin-cast from four solvents: xylene and toluene (poor solvents for PC61BM)
and CB and DCB (good solvents for PC61BM).49 They showed that the BHJ presented larger
PC61BM microcrystals when spin-cast from poor solvents. These results suggest that for
P3HT∶PC61BM blends as well as for MDMO─PPV∶PC61BM blends, the crystallization of
PC61BM is induced by the solubility limit of PC61BM in the solvent. Troshin et al. carried
out a massive study with 27 synthesized fullerene derivatives with solubility limits in CB ranging
from 4 to 130 mg mL−1.50 Solution blends containing P3HT and each of the fullerene derivatives
in CB were prepared and spin-cast. Optical microscopy carried out on the films showed that
BHJs spin-cast using a fullerene derivative with a low solubility limit (<10 mgmL−1) gave
rise to large PC61BM aggregates, even prior to thermal annealing. For fullerene derivatives
with a solubility limit above 20 mgmL−1, no aggregates were observed. Interestingly, the elec-
trical properties of OSCs fabricated from all of these fullerene derivatives showed a nice corre-
lation with the solubility limits (Fig. 2). The short circuit current (Jsc), the fill factor (FF), and the
open circuit voltage (Voc) rapidly increased with increasing fullerene solubility from 4 to
20 mgmL−1. The Jsc and FF reached maximum values when the fullerene solubility was
between 20 and 40 mgmL−1. Further increase in solubility led to a decrease in FF and Jsc.
The authors suggested that when the PC61BM solubility was too high (>40 mgmL−1),
PC61BM molecules were intimately mixed with P3HT chains, which was detrimental for
the phase separation and caused the efficiency decrease. The result of this study shows that the
solubility of the fullerene component in a solvent affected the presence of aggregates in the
BHJ and subsequently affected the PCE of the resulting OSC. When PC61BM is blended
with P3HT or MDMO-PPV, the crystallization of PC61BM molecules is governed by its solu-
bility limit. When comparing P3HT and MDMO-PPV, it is worthy to note that the crystallization
of PC61BM seems to depend more on solvent quality when MDMO-PPV is the donor. This
divergent behavior can likely be attributed to the different strength of the interactions between
the polymer and the fullerene components. Using real-time GIXD, Schmidt-Hansberg et al.
showed that, in solution, P3HT and PC61BM gave rise to strong Polymer-fullerene interactions

Fig. 2 Relationship between solar cell output parameters [(a) Isc, (b) Voc, (c) FF, and (d) PCE]
and solubility of the fullerene derivative used as the electron acceptor material in the active layer.
Reproduced from Ref. 50 with permission of Wiley.
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that delayed the aggregation of PC61BM to the latest stage of the drying, long after its solubility
limit was reached.51 Using MDMO-PPVor P3HT as a donor (D), the aggregation of PC61BM is
shown to be affected by the D-A interactions but can be tuned by the type of solvent used. D:A
films containing [6,6]-phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) as the acceptor were also
shown to adopt morphological dependence toward the solvent used. Poly[N-11 0 0-henicosanyl-
2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4 0,7 0-di-2-thienyl-2 0,1 0,3 0-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) is a low band
gap polymer that demonstrated efficiencies up to 7.5% when blended with PC71BM.52 AFM
and TEM images of PCDTBT∶PC71BM films spin-cast from CB or CF showed large aggregates,
which were identified as fullerene domains.53,54 On the other hand, films spin-cast from DCB
revealed no aggregates, likely due to the higher solubility of PC71BM in this solvent. The mor-
phology obtained from DCB was shown to be beneficial for reaching high performance OSCs.

The effects of a solvent quality on the polymeric component are another important aspect to
consider. On this note, it is worth examining the behavior of polymer chains alone in solution as
a function of the solvent quality. It is well known that the behavior of polymer chains (the aggre-
gation and the hydrodynamic radius) is highly dependent on the type of solvent.58 A common
method to investigate the effects of solvent quality on the behavior of P3HT chains is to add
a poor solvent for the polymer (e.g., acetone, hexane) to the host solvent in order to reduce the
solubility of the polymer in the solvent system. Keum et al. studied the structural evolution, in
solution, of P3HT chains as a function of the solvent quality, using UV-visible absorption spec-
troscopy and SANS.59 They showed that the introduction of a poor solvent caused the P3HT
chains to aggregate and to grow into nanorods in order to reduce the unfavorable solvent-poly-
mer interactions. As a consequence of the preformed aggregates in solution, the crystallinity of
P3HT in the dry film greatly improved.60 Chang et al. used GIXD to show that the introduction of
acetone in the solvent system increased the crystallinity of P3HT (Fig. 3) causing as much as
a 4-fold increase in mobility.61 In blends of P3HT∶PC61BM, the presence of preformed aggre-
gates was also found to increase the crystallinity of P3HT in the BHJ.62 Moulé and Meerholz
showed that the introduction of a poor solvent, nitrobenzene, caused the PCE to increase from
1.2% to 3.28% with the preformation of P3HT nanoparticles in the solution blend.63 The solvent
quality affects the behavior of the D and A phases: poor solvents introduce a driving force for
the polymer to aggregate in order reach a thermodynamically favorable state.

3.2 Effect of Solvent’s Boiling Point

The organization of the material and the transition from the liquid to the solid states can be
affected by the drying kinetics. Using highly volatile solvents, the kinetics of evaporation
can be much higher than the kinetics of crystallization. In that case, the resulting morphology
is far from that observed under equilibrium conditions.55 The effects of the drying kinetics on the
amount of polymer chain aggregation have been widely investigated using various deposition
techniques43 and solvents with different boiling points. When P3HT∶PC61BM films were spin-
cast from solvents with different boiling points, it was often observed that a high boiling point
solvent leads to better efficiency on devices made without any thermal treatment.64 Ruderer et al.
studied the morphology of P3HT∶PC61BM films spin-cast from four different solvents (CF, CB,
toluene, and xylene).38 Using GIWAXS, they showed that the crystallite sizes of P3HT increased
with increasing boiling point of the solvent. Similarly, Verploegen et al. showed that films spin-
cast from CB gave larger crystal sizes than films spin-cast from CF.65 This was attributed to the
fact that a high boiling point solvent resulted in slow drying that provided time for the self-
assembly of polymer chains during solvent evaporation. These results indicate that spin-casting
from high boiling point solvents allows the P3HT component to arrange in a lower free-energy
state compared with thin films spin-cast from a low boiling point solvent. This phenomenon is
also observed with several other donor polymers. Fischer et al. showed that for PCPDTBT films
spin-cast from low boiling point solvents such as carbon disulfide, a featureless structure was
observed in AFM images.66 When the polymer was spin-cast from a higher boiling point solvent,
a fiber-like structure was obtained. For high boiling point solvents, polymer chains were given
more time to organize, resulting in larger domains and higher crystallinity. Thieno[3,4-b]thio-
phene-alt-benzodithiophene (PTB7) similarly showed smaller domains when spin-cast from CB
or CF in comparison to higher boiling point solvents (DCB).67
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The choice of solvents has a large impact on the morphology of the BHJ. We primarily
reviewed the effects of the boiling point and the solubility on the phase separation and the crys-
tallinity of the D:A blends. However, the choice of solvent was also shown to impact other
aspects of the BHJ morphology, such as the vertical phase separation49 and the orientation
of polymer chains.65 During solvent evaporation, the drying kinetics and thermodynamics
are in competition. For P3HT∶PC61BM blends, high boiling point solvents are preferred to
provide time for the polymer chains to self-assemble. An appropriate choice of solvent can,
therefore, optimize the morphology of a BHJ. However, a limited number of solvents are
available that can solubilize both D and A components. Other alternatives are therefore needed
to fine-tune the morphology at the formulation level. For this reason, processing additives can
provide a complementary way to control the morphology.

4 Effects of Processing Additives

A processing additive—also called a solvent additive—refers to a solvent which is introduced in
small proportion (generally a few volume %) into the host solvent used to solubilize the active
materials. In their pioneering work on processing additives, Peet et al. showed that introducing
1,8-octanedithiol (ODT) significantly increased the photocurrent and the PCE of OSCs using
P3HT or PCPDTBT as the donor material.11,68 Following the processing additives approach,
other solvents were found to increase the PCE of OSCs: alkanedithiol with various alkane

Fig. 3 (a) GIXD profiles of P3HT films spin-cast from P3HT/CF solutions containing a range of
added acetone; (b) 2θ angle (left axis) of (100) peak and corresponding layer spacing (right axis)
as a function of the additional acetone volume ratio. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 61.
Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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chain lengths,11,69,70 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO),71,72 1-chloronaphthalene (CN),73–76 and 1,8-
dichloro-octane.71,77 Processing additives have been the subject of increasing interest because
they contribute to the optimization of the active layer morphology of a wide range of polymeric
and molecular BHJs and consequently, in increasing the efficiency of the resulting OSCs.78,79

For the archetypical system P3HT∶PC61BM, processing additives could be used to reach
efficiencies normally obtained with postprocessing steps such as thermal annealing.69,80 This
is particularly appealing for the prospect of low fabrication cost. More importantly, processing
additives were found to be effective in increasing the PCE of polymeric BHJ-OSCs for which
postprocessing steps were unsuccessful.54 Early investigation on the properties of processing
additives suggested that they should possess (i) a good solubility toward the fullerene derivative
acceptor, (ii) a poor solubility toward the polymer, and (iii) a boiling point higher than the
host solvent.71 These criteria have been widely accepted by the community to explain the
mechanistic effects of processing additives on the BHJ formation. The presence of processing
additives in the solvent blend introduces further interactions in addition to the solvent-polymer
and solvent-fullerene interactions, since processing additives interfere in the phase separation
and crystallization by selectively dissolving the fullerene component. As a consequence,
processing additives induce remarkable morphological change in the BHJ that will be high-
lighted in this section. Beforehand, we want to stress that CN is a processing additive that
does not follow the above criteria.76,81 Its effect on morphology will be treated separately
from the others.

Table 2 displays the effects of the processing additives for various D:A blends. We can
observe that their effects vary with the type of D:A blend under investigation, e.g., in some
cases they can increase the phase separation whereas in other cases they decrease it. An example
of a system for which processing additives are used to reduce the phase separation is the blend
using PCPDTBTas the donor. PCPDTBT is a low band gap copolymer that was found to form a
finely mixed interpenetrated network with fullerene derivatives when spin-cast from a pure sol-
vent. When no processing additive was used, spin-cast blends from PCPDTBT presented a finely
mixed interpenetrated network where the fullerene component and the polymer chains were
finely dispersed.77,82 This configuration was attributed to the high miscibility of the fullerene
component with the polymer chains, which prevents the polymer from aggregating. In order
to investigate the effect of the miscibility of the fullerene component and the polymer chains,
Gu et al. conducted GIXD characterization.77 The diffraction patterns of pure PCPDTBT showed
diffraction peaks characteristic for PCPDTBT packing that disappeared in the diffraction pattern
of a blend of PCPDTBT and PC71BM. This result demonstrated that the presence of PC71BM

caused a disruption in PCPDTBT packing. Similar studies carried out with GIWAXS also
showed a disruption of the polymer packing when PC71BM was introduced in the solution
blend.82 Consequently, a finely mixed morphology could be formed as can be observed
from the TEM images from Liao et al. depicted in Fig. 4.30 On the contrary, TEM images
of blends spin-cast from a solution mixture containing a processing additive showed spheri-
cal-like domains of polymer which formed a phase separated system with PC61BM, in contrast
with the featureless morphology obtained when no processing additive was used. Several other
contributions also showed the increased phase separation upon the introduction of processing
additives with TEM,71,83 as well as AFM images.11,71,72,84 With the aim of investigating the mech-
anisms behind the effects of the processing additives on the formation of larger phase separation,
Peet et al. investigated the evolution of the aggregates of PCPDTBT during solvent evaporation
using UV-visible spectroscopy85 [Fig. 5(a)]. They showed that introducing DIO in the solvent
blend enabled the aggregation of PCPDTBT chains before total evaporation of the solvent, caus-
ing the aggregation of the polymer to occur in a fluid medium in which the polymer chains were
mobile. Additionally, Gu et al. suggested that the aggregation of polymer chains in solution
happened without the disruption of PC61BM due to the solubility properties of DIO, which
caused an increase in phase separation as depicted in Fig. 5(b).77 The introduction of processing
additives raised the PCE of OSCs from 3.5% up to 5.5% with an alkanedithiol11,82 and up to
5.12% with DIO.71,77,83 Processing additives were also found to increase the aggregation and
crystallinity of other D:A systems such as P3HT∶PC61BM for which efficiencies up to
4.03% could be reached upon their use.69,70,80
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As mentioned above, processing additives can also decrease the phase separation for certain
types of D:A systems. An example of a donor material for which processing additives reduce the
phase separation is PTB7. PTB7 is an excellent polymer when used in OSCs and can lead to high
efficiencies up to 9.2%.93 Contrary to PCPDTBT, BHJs based on PTB7 spin-cast from a solution
without processing additive demonstrate significant phase separation primarily due to aggrega-
tion of the fullerene component into extended domain sizes. The introduction of processing
additives in the solution blend can reduce the phase separation by preventing the aggregation
of PC71BM. This hypothesis was supported by the work of Lou et al. who used SAXS to char-
acterize blends of PTB7 and PC71BM.89 The scattering profile of a blend of PTB7∶PC71BM

spin-cast using DIO showed that the PC71BM peak had a lower intensity compared with the
PC71BM peak in a blend spin-cast without processing additives [Fig. 6(A)]. This suggested
that fewer PC71BM aggregates were present in the BHJ spin-cast using DIO. Interestingly,
the peak of PTB7 did not show significant differences. This observation confirmed that the intro-
duction of DIO primarily impacted the aggregation of the fullerene component. Also, TEM

Table 2 Effects of processing additives on the phase separation of various D:A blends and the
efficiency of OSCs based on them.

D:A blend Additives
Phase

separation
Efficiency without-

with additive References

P3HT∶PC61BM 1,8-octanedithiol Increase 0.6% to 2.6% 80

P3HT∶PC61BM 1,6-hexanedithiol Increase 0.46% to 3.16% 70

P3HT:ICBAa N-methyl-2-pyrrolydinone Decrease 1.15% to 3.45% 86

1,8-diiodooctane 1.15% to 2.97%

1,8-octanedithiol 1.15% to 3.09%

PCDTBTb:PC71BM 1,8-diiodooctane Increase 4.89% to 5.91% 72

PCPDTBT∶PC71BM Alkanedithiol Increase 2.8% to 5.5% 11

Alkanedithiol Increase No PCE reported 82, 84, 87

PCPDTBT∶PC71BM 1,8-diiodooctane Increase 2.6% to 4.5% 83

1,8-diiodooctane Increase No PCE reported 81

PCPDTBT∶PC71BM 1,8-octanedithiol Increase 3.35% to 4.50% 71

1,8-diiodooctane 3.35% to 5.12%

1,8-dibromooctane 3.35% to 4.66%

PCPDTBT∶PC61BM 1,8-diiodooctane Increase 1.68% to 4.62% 77

1,8-octanedithiol 1.68% to 3.87%

1,8-dichlorooctane 1.68% to 3.45%

PTB7∶PC71BM 1,8-diiodooctane Decrease 3.92% to 7.40% 88

1,8-diiodooctane Decrease No PCE reported 89

DPPTc:PC61BM 1,8-diiodooctane Decrease 0.6% to 3.4% 90

DPPBTd:PC61BM 1,8-diodooctane Decrease 1.0% to 5.2% 90

PDTSTPD∶PC71BM 1,8-diodooctane Decrease 1.0% to 7.3% 91, 92

aIndene-C60 bisadduct.
bPoly[N-11 0 0-henicosanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4 0,7 0-di-2-thienyl-2 0,1 0,3 0-benzothiadiazole)].
cPoly(diketopyrrolopyrrole-terthio-phene).
dPoly(diketopyrrolopyrrole-quaterthio-phene).
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images showed that the large aggregates present in films spin-cast from pure solvent disappeared
in films spin-cast in the presence of DIO (Fig. 7).26 Without DIO, the aggregates could
have a particularly wide size distribution—from 20 to 100 nm. They were reduced to 20 to
40 nm with the use of DIO.26 Clearly, the presence of DIO reduced the aggregation of
PC71BM. In order to explain this effect, the authors suggested that DIO kept the fullerene com-
ponent dissolved in the solution and therefore allowed it to mix well with the polymer chains.
Subsequently, the aggregation of the fullerene component into large domains was inhibited. This
mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 6(B). The optimized phase separation leads to significant
improvement in the PCE, for example, Liang et al. showed that the introduction of DIO
could raise the PCE from 3.92% to 7.40%.88

Fig. 4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of pristine PCPDTBT films processed
without (a and c), and with 3%DIO (b and d), respectively. Reproduced from Ref. 30 with permis-
sion of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 5 (a) Absorption spectra as a function of time after spin-casting for 10 s at 2000 rpm from
TCB with 2% DIO in 90-s intervals (black and blue) and then 10-min intervals (red). Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 85. Copyright 2008, American Chemical Society. (b) Morphology
for PCPDTBT∶PC61BM thin films processed both without and with additives. Reproduced from
Ref. 77 with permission of Wiley.
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Fig. 6 (A) Experimental scattering profiles of solutions of the active layer (solid lines) and fits (dot-
ted lines), comparing aggregation in CB and CB:DIO solutions of (a) PTB7 (offset) and
(b) PC71BM, and two-component fits of PTB7∶PC71BM in (c) CB and (d) CB:DIO. (B) Scheme
showing the morphology obtained with or without DIO. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 89. Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 7 Results from energy filtered-TEM tomography reconstructions of (a) the blend of
PTB7∶PC71BM film cast from DCB/DIO and (b) the blend of PTB7∶PC71BM cast from DCB
only. PC70BM-rich regions appear bright in these images. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 26. Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.
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4.1 Case of CN

CN is another material that has been used as a processing additive,94,95 but unlike other process-
ing additives such as DIO or ODT, CN is a good solvent for the fullerene derivative (e.g., the
solubility of PC71BM in CN was reported to be above 400 mgmL−1)81 and is known for being
a good solvent for aromatic polymers.76,81 Kim et al. showed that adding CN to a blend with
a quinoxaline-based polymer led to an increase in PCE, unlike what occurred when adding ODT
and DIO.96 Also, Woo et al. reported that the introduction of CN in a blend solution containing
a furan and DPP based low band gap polymer (PDPP2FT) significantly increased the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) [Fig. 8(A)] and raised the efficiency from 0.86% to 4.7%.95 The
authors attributed the improvement of the electrical parameters with the introduction of CN
to decreased phase separation as depicted in the AFM images in Fig. 8(B). Other groups
have also reported the role of CN as an agent in reducing phase separation. For the quinoxaline
based polymer, Kim et al. suggested that CN improved the intercalation of PC71BM within the
polymer which prevented PC71BM from forming large aggregates. This was accompanied with
a decrease in electron mobility by an order of magnitude that brought the ratio of hole mobility to
electron mobility from 2.66 to 1.11. The balance of charge mobility and the decreased phase
separation caused a dramatic increase in the EQE and the Jsc, raising the overall efficiency from
3.61% to 7.08%. Using TEM, Moon et al. confirmed the effects of CN on decreasing PC71BM

domain size on a blend of poly[(4,4-didodecyldithieno[3,2-b:20,30-d]silole)-2,6-diyl-alt-(2,1,3-
benzothiadiazole)-4,7-diyl] (Si-PDTBT) and PC71BM.75 Their TEM images, depicted in Fig. 9,
demonstrated that crystallites of over 200 nm were suppressed by adding CN.

Fig. 8 (A) External quantum efficiency spectra of optimized PDPP2FT:PC71BM devices spin-cast
out of CB (with no additive and with 9 vol. % CN). (B) AFM images of PDPP2FT∶PC71BM blend
films spin-cast (a) from CB only and (b) from CBþ 9 vol. % CN. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 95. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 9 (A) TEM cross-section images of Si─PDTBT∶PC71BM BHJ spin-cast from CB solution with
and without using CN: (a) in-focus w/o CN additive, (b) −25 μm defocus w/o CN additive, (c) in-
focus w/1% CN additive, (d) −25 μm defocus w/1% CN additive, (e) in-focus w/4% CN additive,
and (f) −25 μm defocus w/4% CN additive. (B) TEM top-down images of Si─PDTBT∶PC71BM
BHJ: (a) in-focus w/o CN additive, (b) −25 μm defocus w/o CN additive, (c) in-focus w/1%
CN additive, (d) −25 μm defocus w/1% CN additive, (e) in-focus w/4% CN additive, and
(f) −25 μm defocus w/4% CN additive. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 75. Copyright
2010, American Chemical Society.
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In other D:A blends, CN was found to reduce the aggregation of polymers. This effect is
observed for blends of poly(benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]dithiophene-alt-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione)
(PBDTTPD) and PC61BM

61 or blends of poly[(4,4-didodecyldithieno[3,2-b:20, 30-d]silole)-2,6-
diyl-alt-(2,1,3-benzoxadiazole)-4,7-diyl] and PC71BM.81 CN was reported to control the aggre-
gation of polymers that have a strong tendency to crystallize by enhancing the solubility of the
polymer, and thereby suppressing the formation of large domains.76,81,91 Aïch et al. reported that
the introduction of CN in a blend PBDTTPD and PC61BM suppressed the aggregation of the
polymer chains and raised the PCE of OSCs from 2.7% to 4.7%. Interestingly, they also com-
bined CN and DIO to create a coadditive system where the CN had the role of controlling the
aggregation of the polymer while DIO could selectively dissolve PC61BM and thereby control
the aggregation of PC61BM. By combining 4% CN and 1% DIO, an impressive PCE of 7.1%
was achieved. They also demonstrated another coadditive system based on methyl naphthalene
and DIO to control the polymer and the PC61BM aggregation.91

5 Predictive Methods for Optimizing the BHJ Morphology

The above discussion shows that the formulation plays a crucial role in defining the morphol-
ogy of the active layers. The D:A BHJ morphology can be optimized by appropriate choice of
solvents, solvent blends, and processing additives. Additionally, the solid content and the ratio
of D to A also contribute in modifying the morphology of a BHJ.97–99 Considering all of these
parameters and the large variety of solvents and processing additives in existence, optimizing
the active layer morphology using a trial and error method involves the formulation of many
material blends and the fabrication of many OSCs. Consequently, optimization of the mor-
phology can be extremely expensive and time consuming. There is therefore a need to
find novel methods for identifying efficient formulations. In that context, different strategies
have been considered. The group of Krebs developed a roll-to-roll fabrication process enabling
the deposition of active layers with a gradient of D and A ratios and solvent concentra-
tions.46,100,101 This method could rapidly identify the optimal solid content and the optimal
D to A ratio. Also, a method using the Hansen solubility theory has emerged to help select
solvents and processing additives for the formulation of D:A blends. The Hansen solubility
theory uses the Hansen solubility parameters (HSPs) to describe the interactions that a com-
pound or a solute can create. HSPs are widely used to determine solvents in the coating indus-
try,102 but emerged only recently in the field of organic electronics as a tool to predict the
solubility properties of the active materials. HSPs correspond to a set of three parameters:
δd, δp, and δh that describe the three major types of interactions in common organic materials:
(i) dispersion interactions, (ii) permanent dipolar–permanent dipolar molecular interactions,
and (iii) hydrogen bonding interactions. The units of these parameters are MPa1∕2. Every
chemical compound can be graphically represented by its position in a three-dimensional
space, the Hansen solubility space, with coordinates defined by the three solubility parameters.
Comparing the HSPs of a solute and a solvent provides insight into whether interactions
between them are favorable or not: if the HSPs are similar enough, the solvent is considered
to be a good solvent for the solute. Such similarity is quantified by the distance RA between the
HSPs of the solvent δD1, δP1, and δH1 and the HSPs of the solute δD2, δP2, and δH2. The distance
RA is calculated using the following equation:

RA
2 ¼ 4ðδD1 − δD2Þ2 þ ðδP1 − δP2Þ2 þ ðδH1 − δH2Þ2: (1)

In addition to δD2, δP2 and δH2, a solute requires a boundary of solubility to define and
differentiate between “sufficient” and “nonsufficient” interactions from a solubility standpoint.
Therefore, a solute is described as a sphere in the Hansen solubility space, the HSPs are
the coordinates of the center of the sphere, and RO is the radius representing the boundary of
solubility. The interactions between a solvent and a solute are considered to be strong only if
the distance RA is smaller than the radius of the sphere RO. In order to compare RA and RO,
the relative energy difference (RED) can be calculated using the following equation:
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RED ¼ RA

RO

: (2)

If the RED is higher than 1, the solute is expected to be a bad solvent, while if the RED is
between 0 and 1, the solvent is expected to be a good solvent. The HSPs of a wide range of
solvents can be found in reference textbooks.102 In 2011, Machui et al. determined the HSPs of
three organic semi-conductors, P3HT, PC61BM, and PCPDTBT, by performing solubility
tests.57 The method using solubility tests generally consists of blending the materials of interest
in various distinct solvents (Machui et al. used 34 solvents in their study). The solubility of the
material in each of the solvents can be visually assessed and categorized as either a good or a
bad solvent. These results are used to fit the solubility sphere of the material where all good
solvents are inside the sphere, and bad solvents are outside the sphere. The three coordinates of
the center of the sphere correspond to the HSPs of the compound. The determination of the
HSPs are dependent on the experimental parameters, such as the number of solvents involved
in the solubility tests, the solid content, and the method used to differentiate good and bad
solvents. In 2012, Machui et al. introduced a binary gradient blend method for the more accu-
rate determination of the HSPs, especially at the boundary of the sphere.56 Nguyen’s group
used UV-visible absorption spectroscopy to differentiate good and bad solvents.45,103 The
group contribution approach can also be used. This method predicts the HSPs of a compound
by adding the solubility parameters of all contributing chemical groups. Table 3 displays the
values of HSPs found in the literature for P3HT, PC61BM, and PC71BM, and the method used
to determine them. We present the values of the most widely used materials, but the HSPs of

Table 3 Hansen solubility parameters of P3HT, PC61BM, and PC71BM and the methods used to
determine them.

Material
δD

(MPa1∕2)
δP

(MPa1∕2)
δH

(MPa1∕2)
RO

(MPa1∕2)

Methods (tests—number of
solvents—method for the determination of

solubility—concentration limit) References

P3HT 18.5 5.3 5.3 2.7 Solubility tests—34 solvents—visual
inspection—2.5 mgmL−1

57

18.3 3.9 0.3 2.6 Solubility tests—binary gradient
blends—2 mgmL−1

56

18.56 2.88 3.19 3.6 Solubility tests—27 solvents—UV–visible
absorption—various concentration limit

45

19.05 3.3 2.8 3.9 Solubility tests—54 solvents and 10 solvent
mixtures—visual inspection—2 mgmL−1

107

PC61BM 20.4 3.5 7.2 7.5 Solubility tests—34 solvents—visual
inspection—2.5 mgmL−1

57

19.7 7.4 6.6 5.8 Solubility tests—gradient binary
blends—2 mgmL−1

56

20.6 2.4 3.5 Group contribution method 63

19.89 5.68 3.64 6.6 Solubility tests—27 solvents—UV–visible
absorption—various concentration limit

34

20.02 5.2 5.88 8.4 Solubility tests—54 solvents and 10 solvent
mixtures—visual inspection—2 mgmL−1

107

PC71BM 20.16 5.37 4.49 7 Solubility tests—27 solvents—UV–visible
absorption—various concentration limit

45

19.82 6.6 6.82 6.8 Solubility tests—3 binary gradient
blends—2 mgmL−1

56

20.16 5.37 6.26 Solubility tests—29 solvents—UV–visible
absorption

103
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other materials can be found elsewhere in Refs. 45 and 57. The determination of the HSPs
enables the rational design of a solvent system for processing the active materials.103,104

Machui et al. used the HSPs to study the effects on the OSC efficiencies of introducing
a bad solvent (acetone) into a good host solvent (CB).56 The HSP calculations predicted
that a solvent mixture of 30% acetone in CB remained a good solvent for P3HT and
PC61BM whereas a further increase in acetone concentration led to a nonsolubilizing mix-
ture. OSCs fabricated using a solvent mixture containing 30% acetone had efficiencies sim-
ilar to OSCs fabricated from pure CB (2.7% and 2.9%, respectively). On the other hand,
solvent systems containing 40% of acetone and characterized as a nonsolubilizing mixture
from the HSPs calculation could not be processed. This shows that the HSPs are able to
predict the boundary between good and bad solvents, which determines whether or not a
certain formulation is processable. HSPs were also used to find substitutes for conventional
solvents. This was proven interesting in two cases. First, conventional solvents are not
always appropriate for spin-casting certain types of D:A blends. Cho et al. found that
the blend of PC71BM and an indacenodithiophene-based ladder-type donor polymer spin-
cast from the conventional DCB led to a small phase separation. Solubility parameters
were used to design a blend of solvents consisting of DCB and tetrahydrofuran (THF)
that had a selective solubility and could enhance the aggregation of PC71BM.105 The
blend of 30% THF in DCB led to a PCE of 6.9% compared with 6.2% when the film
was spin-cast from a pure solvent. Second, conventional solvents are halogenated and in
most cases not appropriate for large area coating because of health risks. Therefore, it is
of great interest to substitute for them with nonhalogenated solvents. Park et al. used a
blend of solvents with similar HSPs to DCB to process a blend of P3HT and
PC61BM.104 They were successful in finding a blend of mesitylene and acetophenone
that could act as substitutes to DCB. A blend of mesitylene and acetophenone in an 80/
20 proportion achieved PCEs similar to those obtained from pure ODCB (3.38% and
3.92%, respectively). More recently, the method of using the HSPs to find nonhalogenated
solvents were extended to small molecular based BHJs.106 Burgués-Ceballos et al. used this
approach to replace CB as a host solvent for a blend of tris{4-[5 0 0-(1,1-dicyanobut-1-en-2-
yl)-2,2 0-bithiophen-5-yl]phenyl}amine and PC71BM. The HSPs helped in identifying two
environmentally friendly solvent systems: benzaldehyde and a mixture of benzaldehyde
and mesitylene. The OSCs obtained from these two solvent systems had PCEs of 3.6%
and 3.7%, respectively, which were similar to the PCEs of OSCs obtained from pure CB
(3.34%). Finally, the HSPs were also used to predict efficient processing additives. Our
group recently identified selection rules based on the HSPs to identify appropriate processing
additives for a blend based on P3HT and PC61BM.107 Based on the requirement that efficient
processing additives should be a good solvent for PC61BM and a bad solvent for P3HT, we
defined selection criteria rules that needed to be satisfied by a processing additive as follows:
RED with P3HT > 1.0 and RED with PC61BM < 0.9. Additionally, the processing additive
should have a high boiling point. Applying these selection criteria to a list of over 700 sol-
vents, three novel efficient processing additives were selected and demonstrated to be effi-
cient in increasing the efficiency of OSCs. This contribution showed that the HSPs represent
a tool that could help identify processing additives appropriate for a specific type of D and A
blends. Graham et al. investigated the effects of processing additives on BHJ based on a
thiophene/isoindigo small molecule as the donor and PC61BM as the acceptor.79 The
HSPs were used to correlate the effects of the solubility properties of processing additives
on the morphology of a molecular BHJ and on the efficiencies of OSCs. AFM and TEM
images showed that when the blend was spin-cast using processing additives with a low
solubility toward the two compounds (<0.8 mgmL−1), small features were observed. For
processing additives that better solubilized the two materials (small molecule and
PC61BM solubility >0.9 and >30 mgmL−1, respectively) the observed feature sizes were
larger. Processing additives with a low solubility toward the materials tended to increase
the efficiency. This study provided a correlation between the solubility properties of the
processing additives and their effects on the morphology and the efficiencies. Altogether,
the HSPs appear to be a useful tool for the prediction of efficient processing additives
and for predicting their effects as a function of their solubility properties.
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6 Conclusion

In this review, we examined the impacts of various solvent components and their formulation
on the morphology of the active light-harvesting layers and the electrical parameters of OSCs
based on them. First, we discussed the effects of the solubility properties and their boiling
points, then gave an overview of the effect of introducing processing additives on the formu-
lation. Processing additives were shown to provide an additional means of controlling phase
separation and the molecular ordering of the D:A components. Finally, we introduced the use
of the HSPs as a predictive tool to guide the selection of solvents and processing additives. The
use of HSPs proved to be useful in guiding the formulation of D:A blends or predicting the
BHJ morphology. The large body of research focused on optimizing and characterizing BHJ
morphology has advanced our understanding of the interplay between processing conditions
and morphology. With the goal of further increasing efficiency, but also of bringing laboratory
scale coating to industrial scale production, studies on the effects of formulation on morphol-
ogy will continue to play a key role.
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